PolicyGuru® Meta-Policy Controller v2.5.2 Upgrade and Configuration
Instructions for Upgrading an Existing v2.5 System
Knowledge Base Article #PG070
Synopsis
This update consists of two updated RPMs:
pg-cas-agent-edwards-39.x86_64
slc-eip-1.0-40.x86_64
The change is a feature request that adds the capability to specify a SIP header from which to pull the
phone number used in the destNum field of the Orchestra One™ Request. In the correlation section (or
the probe section for SIP-only mode) of casAgent.properties, the following optional setting can be
added to specify the header and a Regex to select the specific portion of the header value to use:
correlation.dataProcessor.destNbrHeader={"header":"X-ORIGINAL-DNIS",
"regEx":"(.*)"}
The above example will pull the entire contents of the X-ORIGINAL-DNIS header and use it as the
destNum field of the Orchestra One Request. The header name is case-insensitive, so the above setting
would match X-ORIGINAL-DNIS, X-Original-Dnis, x-original-dnis, etc. If the header contained a SIP
URI such as sip:2105551234@xyz.com, the Regex could be changed to “sip:(.*)@” to pull only the
phone number portion (2105551234). If the above setting is not present, or the specified header is not
present in the SIP message, or if the value the system pulls is empty, the system will fall back to using the
To header as normal.
Upgrade Instructions
®

To upgrade an existing PolicyGuru System v2.5.0 to v2.5.2
1. Copy the RPMs listed above to the Mediation Server system.
2. Back up the Orchestra One-related configuration files in /opt/ngp/pg-cas-agent and
/opt/ngp/config/cas. You can back up those entire folders, or back up these specific files:
/config/cas/agent-config.properties, /config/cas/config.properties, /pg-casagent/casAgent.properties, /pg-cas-agent/log4j2.xml, /pg-cas-agent/run.sh
3. Stop the ngp service on the Mediation Server
4. On the Mediation Server, update the RPMs using the commands “yum localupdate pg-cas-agentedwards-39.x86_64.rpm” and “yum localupdate slc-eip-1.0-40.x86_64.rpm”. Only those RPMs
should be updated. All other RPMs should remain at their PolicyGuru Solution v2.5 (Edwards-35)
versions.
5. Following upgrade, copy the saved off configuration files back into the original file names. The
upgrade process will have reset those configuration files back to their default values.
6. Place the configuration item listed above into the configuration file and define it as applicable to
your deployment.
7. Start the ngp service.
New System Installation
For a fresh PolicyGuru System v2.5.x installation including these RPMs, start with a yum repo containing
the updated RPMs (for instance, build a repo using the tar file downloaded from Dropbox). Perform
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standard PolicyGuru Solution installation using the given repo. The Mediation Server installation will
install those two RPMs as part of the process. The other system RPMs will be standard PolicyGuru
System v2.5 RPMs. If you are upgrading from v2.3, use the v2.5 upgrade instructions.
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